Tempt (Take It Off Book 3)

A ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
FROM
AUTHOR
CAMBRIA
HEBERT...CAN BE READ AS A
STANDALONEStranded and alone with
not one, but two wickedly enticing
men.Ava arrives at the airport, expecting to
board a commercial flight to Puerto Rico.
But a plane ticket isnt waiting for her.
Instead, she finds a guy with dark curly
hair wearing seriously ratty jeans and
holding a sign with her name on it.He may
not look like a pilot, but he is. And hes her
ride.So now its just Nash and her on a tiny
tin can of a plane flying over the Atlantic.
When a thunderstorm comes out of
nowhere, it proves to be too much for the
little aircraft.Ava and Nash plunge from
the sky and end up on an uncharted
deserted island.Stranded.As if that isnt
bad enough, Ava starts to desire more than
just rescue--hunger for more than food.
Nash is only too happy to oblige... but it
seems they might not be as alone as they
thought.And Nash might have some
competition in claiming Avas body... and
her heart.*All books in the Take It Off
series can be read as stand alones*TEMPT
contains a special sneak peak of TEXT, the
next Take It Off novel by Cambria Hebert!

The TAKE IT OFF series is a New Adult Contemporary series of stand alone titles. Each book can be independently
read and enjoyed. Read in any order. Titles: Torch. Tease. Tempt. Text. Tipsy. Tattoo January 3, 2014.Editorial
Reviews. Review. Its already known that Im a HUGE fan of Cambria and her work, 3. Tempt (Take It Off Book 3) . We
made it about three steps.Tempting the Bride (Fitzhugh Trilogy, #3) To ask other readers questions about Tempting the
Bride, please sign up. Will Bea eventually get her own book?Try (Temptation, #1), Take (Temptation, #2), Trust
(Temptation, #3), Tease (Temptation, #4), Tate (Temptation, #5), and True (Temptation, #6)Pearl Island Series Book 3
Julie Ortolon Pulling away from Adrian, Jackie took up the cake cutter and eyed the towering white monster, deciding
on a plan of**This is a new adult contemporary novel and contains sexual content and graphic language. It is not
intended for young adult readers.*** Stranded and aloneCambria Hebert has 66 books on Goodreads with 189439
ratings. Cambria Heberts most popular book is #Nerd (Hashtag, #1). Tempt (Take It Off, #3) by.Editorial Reviews.
Review. These two are downright lovable! You are rooting for them to get I have read a few of her historical romances
and was immediately swept up into the world of her characters and their lives. . I loved reading Tempting
Dusty(Temptation Saga Book 1), all about Dusty ODonovan a twenty-threeTruth be told, I can probably sum up this
book in three words: short, steamy, sweet (borderline cheesy: see above quote). I havent read that much books that
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hadTo ask other readers questions about Tempting Love, please sign up. .. I love how Kelly takes her sexy cowboys and
sassy heroines on a journey that you cant . Tempting Love is the 3rd book of Cowboys and Angels and is Mitchs
story.To ask other readers questions about Tempted, please sign up. .. and Stranger (I must space her books out, they
take so much out of me) and I enjoyed them.
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